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Candidate name:

Walenczykiewicz, Kamilla Pia

MCC candidate code: 1836657823

Examination:

Your total score:

Examination date:

313

MCCEE
2016-05-19

The purpose of this report is to provide you with supplemental information on your relative strengths and
weaknesses, based on your performance across the different domains that were assessed by the test form
of the Medical Council of Canada Evaluating Examination (MCCEE) that was administered to you.
Figures 1 to 3 display your performance for domains based on three different but interrelated classification
systems: first by Health Group (i.e., Adult Health, Child Health, Maternal Health, Mental Health, Population
Health and Ethics); then by Clinician Task (i.e., Data Gathering, Data Interpretation and Synthesis,
Management); and finally by Discipline (i.e., Medicine, Obstetrics and Gynecology, Pediatrics, Population
Health and Ethics, Psychiatry, Surgery). Each domain within each classification system is sampled a number
of times, with some being measured by a large number of questions and others by a smaller number of
questions. Note that the questions overlap across the three classification systems.
To help you better understand your performance, your subscore for each domain is shown along with the
mean score of candidates who were first-time takers of the MCCEE in the past year and who passed. The
standard error of measurement (SEM) associated with each of your subscores represents the expected
variation in your subscore if you were to take this examination again with a different set of questions covering
the same or similar domains. Small differences in subscores or overlap between SEMs are indicative that
performance in those domains was relatively similar. Likewise, overlap between the SEM for a domain
subscore and the mean score of first-time takers who passed, within a given domain, signifies that
performance is similar to the mean.
It is important to note that the subscores are based on significantly less data than the total score and
that these do not have the same level of precision as the total score. If you have failed the examination
and wish to retake it, preparation for all domains is important; otherwise you could improve some subscores
and inadvertently lower others.
For more information, please visit the MCCEE web page.
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Figure 1. MCCEE Score Profile: Your performance by Health Group
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Figure 2. MCCEE Score Profile: Your performance by Clinician Task
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Figure 3. MCCEE Score Profile: Your performance by Discipline
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MEDICAL COUNCIL OF CANADA EVALUATING EXAMINATION
STATEMENT OF RESULTS
June 28, 2016

Candidate name:

Walenczykiewicz, Kamilla Pia

Your final result:

Pass

MCC candidate code:

1836657823

Your total score:

313

Examination date:

2016-05-19

Score required to pass:

250

On behalf of the Evaluating Examination Composite Committee, I am writing to inform you of your
standing on the Medical Council of Canada Evaluating Examination (MCCEE) that took place on the
abovementioned date.
Your total score, which represents your overall performance, is reported as a scaled score ranging from
50 to 500. Your final result (i.e., pass/fail) is based on your total score relative to the score required to
pass. Additional information, including the mean and standard deviation, is available from the Scoring
web page at mcc.ca.
Supplemental feedback on your examination performance is reported to you in a separate document
within your physiciansapply.ca account.
Please accept my best wishes for future success.

M. Ian Bowmer, MD CM, FRCPC
Executive Director and Registrar
Medical Council of Canada

